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Name That Verification 2 

 
 
Note: The two highlighted questions on the next page are questions that will be  
added to CommonHelp and RDE at a later time. 



Name That Verification 
 (continued) 3 



Use the link below to review a list on Fusion of the required documents.  

http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/cca/files/dmis_user_group/tips_and_h
elpful_information/state_materials/Documents_Required_to_be_Scanned_for_
DMIS_-_MASTER_LIST_-_8.24.17.pdf 

 

When scanning: 

• Batch each request’s paperwork. 

• Consider how it is titled in DMIS, so it can be easily located.  

• Determine a schedule for scanning, perhaps within 30 days of the end of the 
component, or devise a schedule that would work within your agency’s 
guidelines. 

 

 

   
DMIS Scanning      
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Develop best practices for your agency to scan 
documents into DMIS. 

You don’t need to scan VaCMS  or 
SPIDeR screenprints. 

http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/cca/files/dmis_user_group/tips_and_helpful_information/state_materials/Documents_Required_to_be_Scanned_for_DMIS_-_MASTER_LIST_-_8.24.17.pdf
http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/cca/files/dmis_user_group/tips_and_helpful_information/state_materials/Documents_Required_to_be_Scanned_for_DMIS_-_MASTER_LIST_-_8.24.17.pdf
http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/cca/files/dmis_user_group/tips_and_helpful_information/state_materials/Documents_Required_to_be_Scanned_for_DMIS_-_MASTER_LIST_-_8.24.17.pdf
http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/cca/files/dmis_user_group/tips_and_helpful_information/state_materials/Documents_Required_to_be_Scanned_for_DMIS_-_MASTER_LIST_-_8.24.17.pdf
http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/cca/files/dmis_user_group/tips_and_helpful_information/state_materials/Documents_Required_to_be_Scanned_for_DMIS_-_MASTER_LIST_-_8.24.17.pdf
http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/cca/files/dmis_user_group/tips_and_helpful_information/state_materials/Documents_Required_to_be_Scanned_for_DMIS_-_MASTER_LIST_-_8.24.17.pdf
http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/cca/files/dmis_user_group/tips_and_helpful_information/state_materials/Documents_Required_to_be_Scanned_for_DMIS_-_MASTER_LIST_-_8.24.17.pdf
http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/cca/files/dmis_user_group/tips_and_helpful_information/state_materials/Documents_Required_to_be_Scanned_for_DMIS_-_MASTER_LIST_-_8.24.17.pdf


Vulnerability Criteria for  
Cooling Assistance 5 

EAP Manual VOLUME IX, CHAPTER J, PAGE 2  

A vulnerable household member is someone: 
 

60 years old or older   
                         OR  
 
disabled by Social Security standards   
                        OR  
 
5 years old or younger 
                        OR  
 
100% disabled Veteran. 



 Budget Bills vs.  
Total Account balance 6 

Budget Bills vs. Total Account Balance 
 
“When eligibility exists, payment should be authorized for 
either the actual monthly budget amount or the total 
amount of the bill (whichever is greater) not to exceed the 
established maximum payment.”   

• If the account balance is $100 and the budget amount 
due is $200, then Cooling Assistance will pay the $200 
budget amount due.  

• If the account balance is $300 and the budget amount 
due is $100, then Cooling Assistance will pay the account 
balance of $300. The customer may need to re-establish their 

budget arrangement with the electric company.  



Reviewing Eligibility Summary Tabs 7 
•Click the Eligibility/Service Period 

hyperlink to review the eligibility 
for the case. 

  
•Click on the Summary tab to 

review household member detail 
 
•The Notice Reasons tab will 

display the denial/closure reason 
for the service request. 
 
•The EAP Income tab will show 

the income used/calculated for 
the service request. 
 
•Use the EAP component tab to 

review the service request that 
was processed, the vendor, and 
the benefit amount. 

During Case Readings, we review the 
Eligibility Summary tabs.  
NOTE: It is sometimes necessary to click 
on the “Cancelled” check box in order to 
review the Income (calculations) used 
for the component. 



Handling Credit Authorizations 8 
• Do not fax Credit Authorizations (CA) to the 

vendors. 

o There is no Notification of Eligibility for Cooling form nor 
is there a 48-hour timeliness requirement for Cooling 
Assistance. 

• Most issues with CAs involve window a/c units.  

o The CA is good for only one a/c unit, whether the CA is 
for install or pick-up. 

o It is up to the customer to contact the local worker to get 
their request changed from an installation to pick-up. 

 This will take additional time for the worker to make 
the change and for a vendor to receive the new CA 
through the mail. 

 It cannot be sped up and the worker cannot give verbal 
authorization for the change. 



Subsequent Electric Bill requests 9 

When entering a subsequent bill request in VaCMS, add it as a brand new 
service request using the date that the customer submitted the bill as the new 
application date. 

Treat second and third bills like a new application.  
 
• The Cooling component is first-come, first-serve; all applications date-stamped prior 

to the second and third bill payment requests must be processed first. 
 

• Remember, second and third bills are actually new requests for assistance even 
though a new application is not required.  

 

Be sure to add Case Comments to document how the 
subsequent electric bill request was received (for example, 
bill dropped off at the agency, submitted through RDE, etc.) 



 
Reviewing itemized bills 
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•Are all elements of 
this itemized bill 
complete and 
correct? 

• Is anything missing? 



Completing applications timely 11 

It is important that applications are entered 
into VaCMS by the Friday of each week. 

If an application isn’t entered into VaCMS, it 
will not appear on the Client Management 
Report and cannot be tracked. 

• If an application is left pending at the end of a 
component and the applicant is determined to be 
eligible, the local agency will be responsible for paying 
the benefit out of local funds. 

At the end of the Cooling component, there must be no 
applications left pending or unpaid. 



Credit Authorization Bypass (CAB)  12 
Some electric vendors bypass the credit authorization process for Cooling and a 
CA is not generated. The CAB process is currently used with: 

• Dominion Energy 
• AEP 
• Old Dominion Power 
• Mecklenburg Electric 

 
CAB saves time and cuts down on the paperwork needed to process a payment. 

The worker must use the vendor’s online website access to determine the current 
account balance and the amount owed by the customer. 

• Through the vendor’s customer portal, agency staff can inquire and view 
payment arrangements and extensions on the account. 

• After verifying the current amount the customer owes through the vendor’s 
website, the worker will process the case and make payment to the  
vendor at the time of approval/authorization. 



Correcting Errors  13 

There are several errors types that can be corrected. 

• The wrong vendor was approved for the case 
• The incorrect amount was approved for the service type 
• Customer becomes ineligible for the service requested 

Different steps are taken depending on whether payment has been issued or not.  

Consider all aspects of that particular service request: 

Payment line,  
Client NOA, and  
Vendor CA/notification,  

so that all associated actions are completed. 

When determining how to correct errors in VaCMS, 
 it’s all about the timing. 



Check Writing Schedule  14 
EAP check runs are Tuesdays and Thursdays (during the Component), 
and then the checks are mailed a few days later.  
 
An EAP vendor check may include payments for up to 15 households, 
so it does take time for the vendor to go through and notate each 
household’s account.  
 
Vendors are not notified by VaCMS that a customer has been approved.  

• A vendor receives the CA that notifies them of the customer’s 
eligibility and benefit amount.  

• A CAB vendor receives  the check and that is how they are notified 
of the customer’s eligibility and benefit amount.  

If a customer has a disconnection notice or a budget removal notice, 
a pledge should be made to protect their account and provide 
customer service to our households.  



Pending by Component List 15 
On the left navigation bar, select Inquiry/EAP/Pending by Component  

o Select locality and component, then Search  



Unpaid by Component Report 16 
Displays cases/service request(s) that 
remain unpaid. All Cooling Assistance 
cases must be paid in the system 
before the component closes.  
 
On the left navigation bar, select 
Report Search/EAP  
• Select Unpaid by Component from 

the drop down list  
o Click search and then choose the 

most recent report. 
o An excel sheet comes up and you 

can filter it by locality and 

component.   



 
Family-based Social Services Guidance  
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Benefit programs are designed to provide income support benefits 
to assist families who are unable to provide the necessities of life 
and maintain minimum standards of health and well-being through 
their own efforts.  

• Gathering relevant information about a family's situation and 
assessing that information against the eligibility for benefit 
programs are the basis for making the eligibility determinations.  

 
This process also includes an assessment of need for service 
programs and other resources to assist the family, which includes 
following the Practice Model contained in Appendix B of Chapter A.  

• If other needs exist, the eligibility worker must refer the family 
for appropriate services or resources within the LDSS or 
community. 

EAP Manual VOLUME X, CHAPTER A, PAGE 7. 



Troubleshooting 18 



 Questions, Comments, Concerns 19 

Questions should be submitted to your EAP Regional Consultant 

by email.  

 Don’t know who your contact is or their email address is?  

 Contact information and regional assignments are found at: 

http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/ea/contacts.cgi 

 Include Case Name and Case Number in your e-mail.  

http://spark.dss.virginia.gov/divisions/bp/ea/contacts.cgi

